Some Revealing Facts About 9/11 That You Need To Know.
1) The 19 hijackers. 15 of them are Saudi Arabian’s while no aggression has been driven toward Saudi Arabia. Completely the opposite actually, a strong business relationship [Oil] remains
intact and 2 days after 9/11 more than 100 Saudi’s were privately flown out of the country without questioning while all other air traffic was virtually grounded. The BBC and the Guardian
have reported that at least 6 of the hijackers are still alive while the FBI website continues to post the original hijackers as dead… and they are unaccounted for on the passenger lists.
2) Steel-Framed Buildings Don’t Collapse Due To Fires. WTC buildings 1, 2, and 7 were the first to collapse by fire. Some may argue that there have been collapses in the past, but they fail
to point out the differences. The WTC buildings all collapsed in a manner resembling controlled demolition – at free fall speeds and in their own footprints.
3) WTC Collapses From A Few Small Fires. Fires that really never started until about 3pm caused WTC 7, a 47 steel framed building [an emergency bunker that was vacated earlier that
day], to collapse in it’s foot print. Facts surrounding this event were left out of the 9/11 Commission Report. WTC 7 housed the offices of the CIA, FBI and other federal branches. Incidentally,
all records involving investigations of government and wallstreet fraud were destroyed.
4) Bombs Going Off At Ground Zero. Literally hundreds of eyewitness heard and saw numerous explosions going off at Ground Zero, including an explosion in Tower 1 seconds before the
first plane hit. There were reports of explosions at the base of the towers before they fell. Many of these eyewitnesses were seen live on TV as events unfolded.
5) Crime Scene Violated. The WTC steel, which if fully examined could have revealed the effects of explosives, was quickly placed on ships and shipped over seas and melted down. This was
an unprecedented violation of federal crime scene laws.
6) WTC Security Shuts Down One Week Prior To 9/11. For the first time in the history of the twin towers, a power down occurs one week before the events of 9/11 occurred. This power
down was for computer up grades [no security cameras] and allowed numerous people to walk freely within the buildings and for whatever reason, bomb-sniffing dogs were removed.
7) Bush’s Brother In Charge Of Security At The WTC. Marvin P. Bush, the president’s younger brother, was a principal in a company called Securacom that provided security for the
World Trade Center, United Airlines, and Dulles International Airport. According to its present CEO, Barry McDaniel, the company had an ongoing contract to handle security at the World
Trade Center up to the day the buildings fell down.
8) Outspoken John O’Neil Dies At Ground Zero. Former FBI Deputy Director John O'Neill, who wanted to investigate the terrorists that were planning to blow up the trade towers on 9/11,
was prevented from doing so by George W. Bush. Disgusted and angry that the Bush administration was obstructing justice [the media reported] he resigned. John O'Neill was given a new
career as Director of Security at the Trade Towers in New York City. He died his first day on the job.
9) Stock Profits From Airlines. Unidentified insiders made millions from the stocks of American and United Airlines. These “put options” were made just prior to 9/11.
10) Many Warnings Of Attack. There were many warning of the attacks from at least 11 other countries. Insiders such as John Ashcroft, top military officers and San Francisco mayor Willie
Brown were warned not to fly.
11) Resisting An Investigation. The Bush administration resisted having any kind of investigation for 441 days. Similar investigations, such as those for Pearl Harbor, the JFK assignation and
the shuttle disaster all took place in about a week.
12) Victims Press For Answers. Known as the Jersey Girls, 4 courageous widows finally force the 9/11 Commission into existence and presented many questions. Under the leadership of the
Bush administration, 70% of their questions were ignored and the report failed to address any of the evidence pointing to official complicity.
13) Government Acknowledges Errors. Even though there has been admission to incompetence in their duty to protect the American people, many government officials at many levels and
organizations have not been demoted and in some cases, they have been promoted.
14) President’s Location Highly Publicized. The Secret Service broke established protocols by allowing President Bush to remain in a well-publicized classroom “photo op” long after it was
known that the US was under attack and that he may very well be a target. Did they all know there was nothing to fear? He continued to read to children for 10 minutes after learning of the 2nd
plane hitting the WTC.
15) Air Defense System Fails Completely. Whenever contact is lost with an airplane, fighter jets routinely take to the air to investigate. This is standard procedure and all pilots and NORAD
personnel have orders to treat every occurrence as a real threat. This commonly occurs about 100 times a year and jets intercept their targets on average in about 10 to 20 minutes. But on 9/11,
nearly 2 hours passed with no interceptions.
16) New Commander For NORAD. The North American Air Defense system (NORAD) had a first in its history since its creation. Six months prior, Vice president Dick Cheney took control
of NORAD. The ex-Haliburton CEO [who still receives a cheque from them] instigated numerous drills over that period of time including one that took place on 9/11 where most of the fighter
jets were relocated to Alaska and Canada.
17) Officials Never Imagined Planes Flying Into Buildings. Numerous key officials stated to the media that they never could imagine that planes could have been hijacked and flown into
landmark builds. Contrary to their statements, air defense and FEMA drills had been conducted in the past and on 9/11 – exercises for these exact scenarios. In the drills, the landmark buildings
were the ones hit.
18) Exercises Of Events Before They Unfold. FEMA had been ordered to take part in drills in NYC on the day of 9/11, they arrived the day before. These same scenarios occurred with the
OKC bombing and specifically the London bombing where police and tactical units were deployed for a staged event – the staged event was the same scenario of what really happened.
19) Key Officials Hoped For 9/11. In 2000, on their website Project for the New American Century, many of whom would become key officials in the Bush Administration, wrote that their
proposed massive military build up would proceed slowly “absent some catastrophic and catalyzing event – like a New Pearl Harbor.”
20) No Evidence Of A 757 At The Pentagon. Despite the releases of 5 more freeze frame photos of the object hitting the Pentagon, there was absolutely no proof of a Boeing 757 at the scene
[no luggage, seats, wheels, engines, fusel loge, etc., etc.] and the damage, when viewing the impact area, does not add up. Numerous photographs and video (rarely seen in mainstream media
since 9/11) proves it. It should also be noted that FBI agents immediately confiscated videotape from a nearby gas station and hotel. Government also won’t release any of the film from the
numerous cameras surrounding the Pentagon that would clear the air on this matter… why? They have told us that the plane incinerated – there is absolutely no way you can get a turbine
engine that runs hot at 1800 Degrees Fahrenheit to incinerate., specifically when there wasn’t much of a fire.
21) No Evidence Of A 757 In PA. The official story of the Shanksville, PA crash is that the plane disintegrated and was absorbed by the unusual soil located at the site. The planes tail is 25
feet from the surface. There is little to no debris, just a large crater about 40 feet in diameter and 20 feet deep. The entire area is fenced off and very little has been recovered.
22) The Absence Of Media Integrity. Personal in-depth research is quite revealing. The sources of many of these findings come from media reports. Independent researches have done
something the media fails to do with their own reporting… and that is connect the dots. This isn’t rocket science and the question of who controls the media must be asked. Anchor men/women
are told what to disclose and media investigators are told what to investigate… plain and simple. It should be noted that 6 mega corporations control the worlds media and that many of them
are tied into the military industrial complex and/or oil.

There is a lot more information that needs to be revealed and we ask you, for the sake of future generations, to take the time to discover the Truth for yourself
and share it with as many people as possible. Our freedom and liberties are disappearing in a way that resembles Germany’s history leading up to WWII.
There is a saying… “People who don’t learn from history are condemned to repeat it.”
“The people can always be brought to the bidding of their leaders. That is easy. All you have to do is tell them they are being attacked and denounce the peacemakers
for lack of patriotism and exposing the country to danger. It works the same in any country.” ~Nazi Reich Marshall Hermann Goering at the Nuremberg War Trials
Google Video: “Naomi Wolf” author of The End of America and “Learn of the 10 Steps to Fascism” often used in historic times by dictators – we are there!

